ABSTRACT

The title of the thesis is a contrastive analysis adverbs of time in sentences Indonesian and Chinese languages on the novel My Fair Princess I by Chiung yao. Students often make the mistake of using adverbs of time in making sentences Indonesian and Mandarin well. the purpose of this paper is to find similarities and differences in adverbs of time of these two languages. This thesis describes the similarities and differences in adverbs of times in Indonesian and Chinese language in sentences. The theory used in analyzing contrastive the similarities and differences in adverbs of time and analisis syntax. The method used in this thesis is a qualitative method. the conclusion that there are similarities and differences in layout time adverbs of times in sentences Indonesian and Mandarin on a novel daughter huan zhu I. In Indonesian there are four patterns of sentences that can be used in making a sentence and in Mandarin only two patterns of sentences. This analysis showed that the two languages have different patterns adverbs of time in sentences.
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